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Çottgpicuity of Retroreflective Signs and
Devices a!_Night when Driving with only
One Headlamp Workirg
Hnrvrur T. Zwlr:rrrnN, JrNc Yu, aNo Jonrrr W. Rrcr

A study was performed with a Macintosh microcomputer to ana-
lytically assess the effects of driving with only one headlamp work-
ing (driver side or passenger side, European lowbeam, American
H6054 lowbeam, and American H6054 highbeam) and the effects
of misaim of the one headlamp working on the conspicuity of
retroreflectorized warning signs and devices of different brþht-
nesses at night on a straight and a left-curved section of a highway.
The computer model used computes all the geometric diitancès
and. angles necessary for a selected situation involving driver,
vehicle, and reflectorized targeT, the amount of illumination
returned to the driver's eyes for selected retroreflective materials,
environmental and vehicle conditions, and a multiple of the visual
laboratory detection threshold value. Geomet¡ic and photometric
calculations were performed for a number of selectéd situations
involving driver, vehicle, environmental conditions, retroreflec-
tive materials, and only one headlamp working with misaim. Results
show that driving with only one headlamp working can have a
significant detrimental effect on the visual detection distances for
refle_ctorized targets, especially under certain headlamp misaim
conditions. Therefore, it appears to be important for manufac-
turers- to- design and produce headlamp systems and headlamps
with the highest possible reliability and the longest possible heaã-
lamp life (subject to economic feasibility), to have a strict law
enforcement policy (encouraging immediate headlamp replace-
ment) aimed at drivers driving vehicles at night that havê only
one headlamp working, and to possibly increase the minimum
required brightness level of the reflective materials used for
reflectorized warning signs and devices to at least partially offset
the detrimental effect on visual detection distances for a driver
driving with only one headlamp working.

Retroreflective signs and devices greatly aid a driver's ability
to more easily detect and recognize road conditions, align-
ments, and hazards while driving at night. The early detection
of retroreflective and nonreflective targets or obstacles while
driving at night is important because it provides the driver
with more time and because it is the first step of a five-step
sequential driver's hazard avoidance process, as conceptual-
ized by McGee et al. (1), during which the driver detecrs an
object causing a hazarclous condition, recognizes the condi-
tion, decides on a response, responds to the condition, and
successfully maneuvers the vehicle to avoid the haza¡d.
Although the process was suggested for the avoidance of an
object on the highway, it might also be used to describe a
driver's response to a reflective sign or device that appears
in a driver's visual field at night that warns the driver of a
road condition ahead, and hopefully allows the driver a close-
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to-maximum distance to respond to a certain potentially dan-
gerous road condition in a near-optimal manner within the
available time period.

One factor that can affect the ability of a driver to detect
reflective signs and devices at night is beam misaim. Bhise et
al. (2) determined the effect of beam misaim on a driver's
visual performance for an H4656 lowbeam using the Com-
prehensive Headlamp Environment Systems Simulation
(CHESS) model developed at Ford Moror Company. Bhise
et al. (2) investigated two beam misaim conditions, including
random lowbeam misaim [on the basis of data from a 1971
study of lowbeam misaim by Hull (3)] and combinations of
seven horizontal and five vertical identical passenger- and
driver-side beam misaim conditions. Olson and Winkler (4)
and Olson (5) have recently surveyed horizontal and vertical
beam misaim variability for vehicle lowbeams. In addition,
Zwab,len et al. (ó) have systematically investigated the effect
of different combinations of horizontal and vertical misaimed
headlamps on the different reflectorized materials and targets,
such as traffic signs, and the total reflected illumination that
is returned to a driver's eyes.

Another factor that can affect the ability of a driver to detect
reflective signs and devices at night is driving with only one
headlamp working. Olson (5) found that 8 out of 964 cars
(0.83 percent) had only one headlamp (lowbeam) working.
This percentage does not appear to be large, but it should be
noted that on the basis of the approximately 139 million cars
registered in the United States in 1987 [74.6 percenr of all the
registered vehicles in the United States in L987, approximately
186.1 million, were cars (7)], about 1.15 million cars might
be expected to have only one headlamp (lowbeam) working.
Zwahlen et al. (8) have recently examined the effects of driv-
ing with only one headlamp (for American H6054 lowbeams
and American H6054 highbeams only) on the visual detection
of reflectorized signs and devices of different brightnesses at
night on straight and curved sections of highway. Some deg-
radation was found in the detection distance for the situations
with only one headlamp working; in most cases this degra-
dation could have been almost totally offset by the selection
of a brighter retroreflective material available on the market.

The study by Zwahlen et al. (8) was therefore expanded to
include the effects of driving with only one headlamp for a
typical European lowbeam (driver- or passenger-side head-
lamp working only) on the visual detection of reflectorized
targets and to compare these effects with the effects of driving
with only one headlamp working on the visual detection of
reflectorized targets for American highbeams and lowbeams.
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Another objective was to include as a reflective device in this

study a raised retroreflective pavement marker. Another
objective was to include the beam candlepower values for

each detection distance and the observation and entrance angles

for each of the reflective warning sign and device conditions'

Glare effects resulting from only one working headlamp

(properly or improperly aimed) on opposing traffic, and the

elfect glare from opposing traffic might have on a driver's

detection performance while driving with only one headlamp

working (either highbeam or lowbeam) are not addressed'

Also, the effects of specular beam reflection off the pavement

that might result in an additional small amount of illumination

at the driver's eyes, especially under wet pavement conditions,

are not considered.

APPROACH

The same interactive computer program (used on a Macintosh

computer) that was used in two previous studies by Zwahlen

et al. (ó,8) was used to simulate and to analytically determine

the detection distance of reflective targets in the driving envi-

ronment. Given the specific intensity per unit area (SI) of a

reflective target at given entrance, observation, presentation,

and rotation angles, the computer program calculates the illu-
mination returned to a driver's eyes from a reflective target,

on the basis of the equation
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eyes at user-specified rectilinear distances' The user then enters

the headlamp beam aims, beam and retroreflector efficiency

factors, windshield transmission factor, and environmental

conditions and selects the appropriate headlamp and retro-

reflector data files. Illumination levels at the driver's eyes

caused by the driver-side headlamp, passenger-side head-

lamp, and both headlamps, if desired, are then calculated by

the program, which also selects the illumination threshold

vãlue for a 98 percent probability of detection of a white point

source, based on a user-selected background luminance value

[from laboratory data by Blackwell in the /ES Lighting Hand-
-book 

(9, pp.3-24, Figure 3-46]. This illumination threshold

applies only to point sources, but the program automatically

adjusts for sources which are too large to be considered point

sources using size factor values from the IES Lighting Hand-

book (9, pp. 3-25, Figure 3-49). The obtained illumination

values and the adjusted threshold values are used to calculate

multiple of threshold (MOT) values so that the small illu-
mination values in footcandles at a driver's eyes can be com-

pared on a one-to-one basis with visual backgrounds having

different luminance levels. The MOT is defined as the number

of times the illumination level that is returned to a driver's

eyes from the reflector is above the illumination threshold for
a 98 percent probability of detection of a white point source

against a uniform background in the laboratory. The program

then provides the reflector and beam angles, beam candle-

power values, illumination at the reflector and at the driver's

eyes causd either by the driver-side beam, passenger-side beam,

or both beams together, along with the MOT values for the

selected set of distances ahead of the vehicle.

A representative MOT criterion value must be selected for
the detection of reflectorized signs and devices in the driving

environment. Most published visual detection threshold val-

ues were obtained in the laboratory against uniform back-

grounds with subjects who were alerted, highly motivated,

and had a low information processing work load' These lab-

oratory threshold values are most likely unsatisfactory for
the detection of targets in the driving environment where the

background may contain numerous light sources, the driver

may be unaware of the presence and location of certain

upcoming reflective targets, and the information work load

may be relatively high. A criterion MOT value of 60 (17'1 x
10-8 fc or 1.84 km-candles) was chosen for the detection of
all reflectorized signs and devices in this study except for the

raised pavement markers that were assigned a criterion MOT
value of 30 (8.55 x 1,0-8 fc or 0.92 km-candles). The use of

an MOT value of 60 for the detection of a white license plate

(6 x 12 in.) was primarity influenced by a desire to use âs

few as possible different MOT values and to be able to com-

pare the performance of the selected signs and devices on a

òne-to-one basis (at MOT : 60). A good argument could

probably be advanced for requiring a higher conspicuity level

ior the detection of license plates under automobile illumi-
nation at night and for an MOT value around or exceeding

100, which would result in shorter detection distances' Both

the 60 and 30 MOT values fit within the human brilliancy

ratings of faint (0.9 km-candles) and weak (4 km-candles)

according to Breckenridge and Douglas (/0)' The MOT value

of 60 was used for the fourth post delineator ahead of the car

by Zwahlen et al. (11) in optimizing the spacing of post delin-

eators. The MOT value of 30 was used for the fourth raised

8.y., : 8,., * SI x C * tþlloo)lbz

where

E,.r : illuminance produced at retroreflective target from

a light source [footcandles (fc)],

SI : specific intensity per unit area of reflector [candelas
(cd) per fclft'zl,

C : area of reflector (ft'z), and

å : direct distance from reflector to driver's eyes (ft)'

8,", may also be exPressed as

E,"t: I*t@troo)fa;2

where

1 : luminous intensity of the light source (either on the

driver's side or on the passenger's side) (cd),

/ : transmissivity of atmosphere per L00 ft, and

a : direct distance from light source to reflector (ft)'

The illumination that is first directed to the reflective target

from either the driver- or passenger-side headlamp is then

redirected to the driver's eyes and can be calculated from

8"r"" :1x SI x C * {a+b)/1'ool(ø * b)' (3)

The computer program first has the user input the relevant

geometric dimensions of the driver, vehicle, highway, and

ietroreflective sign or device. The program then calculates

the geometric angles (such as observation angle and entrance

angÈ) and euclidean distances from the headlamps to the

reflective device and from the reflective device to the driver's

(1)

(2)
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reflective pavement marker ahead of the car by Zwahlen et
al. (12) for optimizing the spacing of raised reflective pave-
ment markers. According to CIE Publication 73 (13) on the
visibility distance of raised pavement markers, it was exper-
imentally found over a group of subjects that the threshold
illuminance for observations in practice was 34.7 (ranging
from 25.0 to 43.1) times greater than the laboratory-based
illumination threshold level for a point source, on the basis
of laboratory data from Blackwell in the 1ES Lighting Hand-
book (9, p. 3-24, Figure 3-46).

The vehicle-driver dimensions that were used in this study
are for a 50 percent person in a typical large car. The distance
from the longitudinal vertical center plane of the car to the
driver's sagittal plane, while in the driver position, was 15 in.,
the horizontal distance from the headlamps to the driver's
eyes was 91 in., the subject eye height was44 in. above the
ground, the horizontal distance from the center of the front
of the car to either the driver-side or passenger-side headlamp
was 26.7 in., and the vertical distance from the center of the
headlamps to the ground was 26.5 in. It is also assumed that
the car is driven in the center of a 12-ft-wide right-hand lane
of a two-lane highway, the beam efficiency is 90 percent, the
windshield transmittance is 0.9, the atmospheric transmissiv-
ity is 0.99 per 100 ft (clear), and the background luminance
is 0.01 fL.

The reflective targets included a warning sign located either
on the right or left side of the highway, an overhead guide
sign, a post-mounted reflective sheeting patch (flexible post
delineator) on the right side of the highway, a reflectorized
license plate located either on the left or right side of the
highway, and a raised reflective pavement marker located in
the center of the highway. Sections 2E-2 and 2E-4 of the
Ohio Manual of Untþrm Trffic Control Devices (OMUTCD)
(14) state that warning signs should be placed a minimum of
12 ft from the edge of the highway and that the bottom of
the sign should be at least 5 ft above the near pavement edge
on rural roads and at least 6 ft above the near pavement edge
on expressways and freeways. The yellow warning sign was
assumed to be 30 x 30 in., the corner of the sign nearest the
highway was assumed to be 12 ft from the edge of the high-
way, and the bottom of the sign was assumed to be 6 ft above
the nearest edge of the highway. Section 2E-4 of the OMUTCD
(14) states that overhead guide signs should provide a vertical
clearance of not less than 17 ft unless a lesser clearance is
used for the design of other structures, so the overhead sign
was assumed to be 72 ft wide, 9 ft tall, and centered in the
driver's lane with a vertical clearance of 17 ft. Sections 4B-3
and 4B-5 of the OMU'|CD (14) srate rhar rhe top of the
retroreflecting patch of the post delineator should be placed
4 ft, plus or minus 1 in., above the near pavement edge, that
all delineators should be between 2 ft and 12 ff 6 in. from the
pavement edge, and that the reflective patch (white or silver)
should have minimum dimensions of 3 x 6 in. The center of
the reflective patch (assumed to have the rectangular dimen-
sions of 3 in. wide x 6 in. tall) was assumed to be 12 ft to
the right and 48 in. above the right pavement edge, which is
3 in. higher than a correctly installed reflective patch. A ran-
dom survey of 20 late-model vehicles indicated that the center
of the rear license plate was located an average of 2.1 ft above
the ground, so it was assumed that the license plate [white,
23.5 cdlfc at 0.2 degrees (deg) observation angle, -4 deg
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entrance angle] was 2.1 ft above either the right or left edge
line and that it was 6 in. high x 12 in. wide. The raised
reflective pavement marker was a Stimsonite RRpM 33 (white,
4.53 cdlfc at 0.2 deg observation angle, -4 deg entrance
angle) assumed to be located in the center of a two-lane
highway.

All reflective materials were assumed to operate with only
90 percent efficiency because of wear and tear and dirt accu-
mulation. The specific intensity per unit area of the yellow
reflective material was assumed to be 60 percent of the specific
intensity per unit area of clean, new white material [values
between 59.6 and 62.5 percent are given by the Ohio Depart-
ment of Transportation (15,p.528)] and 90 percent efficient
(of overall reflectivity 54 percent). The specific intensity per
unit area of the green reflective material was assumed to be
L5 percent of the specific intensity per unit area of clean, new
white material and 90 percent efficient (of overall reflectivity
L3.5 percent).

Olson and Winkler (4) and Olson (5) included dara for the
horizontal and vertical averages and standard deviations for
the misaim of lowbeams from a sample of 964 vehicles. The
data were obtained at gas stations using mechanical aimers
that were capable of measuring the misaim of the beams up
to +10 in. at 25 ft (about -rt.9 deg) in both directions.
Because the measurements were taken after the drivers com-
pleted refueling, it was suggested that the standard deviation
for the vertical aim be increased from 0.9 to 1.0 deg as an
allowance for this bias. The original lowbeam misaim data
(on a computer tape) mentioned by Olson and Winkler (4)
was obtained from NHTSA and further analyzed on a com_
puter to provide additional results on the lowbeam misaim
data. The results reported by Zwahlen et al. (8) indicated
that the lowbeam misaims could be assumed to be normally
distributed in the vertical direction both for the driver- and
passenger-side lowbeams, but that the lowbeam misaims for
the horizontal direction both for the driver- and passenger-
side lowbeams were not normally distributed (on the basis of
a chi-squared test at the 0.01 level). There was practically no
correlation between the vertical and horizontal misaim of the
driver-side lowbeam (Ã, : 0.002) or between the vertical and
horizontal misaim of the passenger-side lowbeam (Rt : 0).
Further, there was a fairly significant relationship between the
vertical driver-side beam misaim and the vertical passenger-
side beam misaim (4, : 0.39), whereas there was no such
relationship for the horizontal beam misaims (R, : 0.03).

The five sets of beam misaim angles selected and used for
both the passenger- and driver-side headlamps were used by
Zwahlen et al. (8). One set of beam misaim angles chosen
(for the nearly-properly-aimed beam) was 0.15 deg below the
correct aim position and 0 deg in the horizontal direction (the
correct aim position would be 0 deg horizontally and 0 deg
vertically), which was close to the average overall beam mis-
aim given by Olson and Winkler @). The other four beam
misaim angles were obtained by adding and subtracting 1.L
deg in the vertical direction and 0.9 deg in the horizontal
direction from the nearly-properly-aimed beam position just
mentioned. These four values are close to the standard devia-
tions given by Olson and Winkler (4); however, small adjust-
ment values were added to account for increased vertical var-
iation that might be present for cars that had not just refueled
and the small increased variability that would have resulted

î.'
'I
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had the mechanical aimers been able to measure beam mis-

aims of greater than L0 i¡. at 25 ft. Zwahlen et al. (8) has

shown that if the four lowbeam misaim points were connected

to form a rectangle, the rectangle would encompass 63.3 per-

cent of the misaim points for the driver-side lowbeam and

64.7 percent of the misaim points for the passenger-side low-

beam. A circle through these four points would encompass

75 .3 percent of the misaim points for the driver-side lowbeam

and 75.1 percent of the misaim points for the passenger-side

lowbeam.
Using the assumptions chosen, the computer program de-

termined detection distances for the identical five passenger-

side and five driver-side American lowbeam misaims. The

identical five passenger-side and five driver-side beam misaim

points used for the American lowbeams were also used for
ihe American highbeam misaim points and the European low-

beam misaim points because no beam misaim data were avail-

able for these two types of headlamps. The beam patterns for
these headlamps (European lowbeams, driver side and pas-

senger side, which were obtained from Ford Motor Company,

andthe American lowbeam and highbeam) are shown in Fig-

ures L and 2. Other variables considered were the three levels

of reflectivity for the signs (prismatic sheeting material with
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a specific intensity per unit area of 1,080 cd/fclft'zat a 0'2-deg

obiervation angle and a -4-degentrance angle, encapsulated

lens sheeting material with a specific intensity per unit area

of 309 cdlfclft2, and enclosed or embedded lens sheeting mate-

rial with a specific intensity per unit area of 105 cd/fclft2. These

values were all from individual data matrices for the different

reflective materials that had been empirically measured using

different observation angle and entrance angle combinations

and for two roadway geometries [straight highway or a 2,000-

ft-radius (2.9-deg) left curvel.

RESULTS

Figure 3 shows a loglog coordinate graph of the observation

angles versus the target distance for the reflective warning

signs and devices for only the driver-side headlamp working

or only the passenger-side headlamp working that were cal-

culated using the computer program. aii the iines in this graph

are straight lines. For only the driver-side headlamp working,

the observation angles are slightly and consistently smaller

than those for only the passenger-side headlamp working'

Figure 4 shows a log-log coordinate graph of the entrance

o

o
L

-21
Lcft

E

Lcft Honzont8l (oegree/ Á¡Y

FIGURE I Isocandela plots for H6054 lowbeam and H6054 highbeam' based

on beam candlepower data file in the computer progrâm and plotted by the

computer program.
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{IGYRP 2 Isocandela plots for typical European driver-side and passenger-
side lowbeam, based on beam candlepower data file in the computeï ptogi"-
(data from Ford Motor Company) and ptotted by the computeiprogiam.

angles versus the target distance for the reflective warning
signs and devices for only the driver-side headlamp working
or only the passenger-side headlamp working. All lines in this
log-log presentation except the ones for the left curves are
straight. The entrance angles for only the driver-side beam
working and only the passenger-side beam working are dif-
ferent except for the overhead guide sign situation, and the
curves for the entrance angles are not close together for the
different reflective warning sign and device situations.

Tables 1-6 show the detection distances for 60 or 30 MOTs,
percentages, and beam candlepower values aimed at the
reflective warning signs and devices on a straight, or straight
and curved, level two-lane highway, for two or three ¡eflective
material brightness ievels, for two or three beam types (the
three types of beams consisting of European lowbeam, Amer-
ican lowbeam, and American highbeam), with only one (mis-
aimed or nearly properly aimed) headlamp working versus
two headlamps working that are nearly properly aimed. The
percentages in parentheses after the detection distances (in
feet) are obtained by dividing the detection distance for each
beam aim condition by the detection distance obtained for a
pair of nearly-properly-aimed beams, so that any beam aim
that has a percentage value of less than 100 percent has a

shorter detection distance than that of two headlamps nearly
properly aimed, and any beam aim that has a percentage value
greater than 100 percent has a greater detection distance than
that of two headlamps nearly properly aimed.

The detection distances, percentages, and beam candle-
power values for warning signs placed on the right and left
side (Tables I and 2, respectively) and for overhead guide
signs placed above (Table 3) a straight highway indicate that
for only one working European lowbeam and one working
American lowbeam, the detection distances are always lowei
than that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed lowbeams when
the headlamp is aimed 0.15 deg or more below the correct
aim position (either for only the driver-side beam working or
only the passenger-side beam working). When the American
lowbeam headlamp is aimed 0.90 deg to the right and 0.95
deg above the correct aim position in Tables 2 and 3, almost
all of the detection distances are also lower than that for a
pair of nearly-properly-aimed headlamps. Also, the detection
distances for only one American highbeam working are always
lower than that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed high-
beams.

Tables 1-3 also indicate that the longest detection distances
are obtained when the beam is aimed at 0.9 deg to the left
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TABLE 1 DETECTION DISTANCES (fÐ, PERCENTAGES, AND BEAM CANDLEPOWER
VALUES FOR WARNING SIGNS PLACED ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF A STRAIGHT,
LEVEL, TWO-LANE HIGHWAY, FOR THREE MATERIALS, THREE BEAM TYPES, AND
ONLY ONE WORKING HEADLAMP, MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED,
VERSUS TWO HEADLAMPS, NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED

* I,

T':tl

I

,

'1 .:i
'_1
,,:. ::

-{

'1
:i

Misaim

oÌB
ò'Eog
þE

88

Ë5

European Lowbeam
Straighl, Level Road

H605¡1 Lowbeam
Slraloht. Level Road

H605lt Highbeam
Slraight, Level Road

Driver Side Pasgr.Side Driver S'lrje tasor. Side D¡iver SkJe Pasqr. Side

tris. Dist 3393 1192t 32s0 (181) rs62 (132) 3s46 (131) 4048 (80) 4054 (80)

cp 15173 11618 19018 I 8644 351 6t 35413
Dist. 2s91 (19s) 24s7 (f8s) 2728 (133) 2714 (152) 3108 t80t 3115 (80)

cp 15129 11726 191 10 1 8626 351 46 35473

ncl.
Disl 2048 (201) 1948 tl921 21s7 (134) 2143 (133) 2461 (791 2467 091
co 15141 11945 19198 I 8594 35138 35546

)ris. D¡sI 2s27 (166) 2879 (163) 2819 (104) 27s2 (103) 4030 (80) 4019 t80ì
cp 7512 6967 6337 6080 34402 33947

Dist 2237 (168) 2163 (163) 2138 (104) 212',t (1031 31 12 (80) 3101 t79ì
cp 7678 6575 6308 6062 35320 34801

!ncl.
Dist. 1767 n74l 1680 (16s) 1678 (104) r661 (103) 2474 (801 2469 (79)

cp 7749 61 32 61 62 5900 360s2 35696

rH(F
I

Ç v .rs.

rris. D¡st 1478 (84) ls38 (87) 2331 (86) 2311 (8s) 4383 (87) 4377 ß71
cp 333 398 2666 2574 51 686 51 332

:nC¿
D¡sI 1r17 (84) 1148 (86) 1774 (86) 17s3 (8s) 3377 (87\ 3371 (86)

cp 316 368 2689 2553 51 755 51316

!ncl. D¡sI 8s9 (84) 820 (87) 1394 (86) 1376 l85l 2677 (861 2672 (86)
co 286 332 2675 251 I 51773 5',t249

I

v 1.25.1
aH.9'

)ris. D¡st 1224 (69',) 1304 (74) 1s42 172) 1932 (71) 3820 (76) 3827 (76\
cp 147 186 1 159 1132 26599 26861

Dist. ss8 (72) 976 (73) 1466 (71) 1457 (71) 2900 (74) 3009 (77)

cp 153 182 1 139 1110 25466 25969

incl.
DiSt 771 fi6t 770 (76) 1144 (711 1 138 (71 ) 2266 (73',) 2275 /73\

cp 159 184 1 134 1 096 24141 24603

I' I v 1.2s.
H.9' O

lris. Dist. 1233 r/0) 1331 (7s) 1786 (66) 1774 (66') 3794 (7s) 378/. (7sl
cp 150 205 793 769 2581 6 25490

DiSt s44 (./1) s8s r/4) 1347 (66) 1336 (6s) 2905 |.741 2896 (74)

cp 't44 195 805 775 25684 2531 9

:-^t D¡st 751 (74) 767 ?sl 1073 (67) 1062 (66) 2290 |.741 22e3 U4l
co 137 184 810 7AO 25406 25041

Two Lamps
Nearly Prop.

Aimed

tris. Dist. 1768 ( 00%) 2704 (1oo%) 5039 (1 00e/.)

D¡st 1239 ( 00%) 2056 1100%) 3s02 ( oæhl
Encl Dist 1017 ( 00%ì 1612 r100%ì 3106 t1 00%ì

.. ..- i

'.:jì

....1'q: ¡ i
i.. r

;,- |'!- 'a

..,,.Ì

and 0.95 deg above the correct aim position for the European
and American lowbeams and when the beam is in the nearly-
properly-aimed position for the American highbeam. The short-
est detection distances for these tables for the European low-
beam and American highbeam are obtained when the beam is
either 0.9 deg to the right or left and 1..25 degbelow the cor-
rectly aimed position. The shortest detection distances for the
American lowbeam are obtained when the beam is 0.9 deg
to the right and 1.25 deg below the correctly aimed position.

Figure 5 shows the maximum, minimum, and nearly-
properly-aimed detection distances for the conditions of only
one headlamp working and the detection distances for two
headlamps nearly properly aimed that were presented in Tables

L-3. From Tables L-3 and Figure 5, the detection distances
for only the passenger-side headlamp working for the Euro-
pean lowbeam are usually greate't than those for only the
driver-side headlamp working (excluding the longer detection
distances). The differences between these detection distances
are large for some beam misaims. The detection distances of
only the driver-side headlamp working for the American low-
beam and highbeam are usually greater (the differences being
slight) than those of only the passenger-side headlamp work-
ing. From Tables 1-3 and Figure 5, prismatic reflective sheet-
ing material gives the longest detection distances and the
enclosed or embedded reflective sheeting material gives the
shortest. The detection distances for the American lowbeam
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TABLE 2 DETECTION DISTANCES (fÐ, PERCENTAGES, AND BEAM CANDLEPOWER

VALUES FOR WARNING SIGNS PLAÒED ON THE LEFT SIDE OF A STRAIGHT' LEVEL'

TWO-LANE HIGHWAY, FOR THREE MATERIALS, THREE BEAM TYPES' AND ONLY

ONE WORKING HEADLAMP, MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED' VERSUS

TWO HEADLAMPS, NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED

¿3 I

its threat potential, select an appropriate speed and path, and

safely perform the necessary avoidance maneuver. The SSD

is defined as the distance traversed by a vehicle from the

instant a driver sights an object for which a stop is necessary

until the vehicle is stopped. The DSD and SSD are well known
and well used distance concepts within a driver safety context

and were selected to demonstrate how the observed detection

distances relate to driver safety. Other similar distance con-

cepts may be shorter than the DSD and SSD and possibly

more relevant within the sign detection, sign recognition, and

driver safety context. Such distances should certainly be con-

sidered along with the DSD and SSD provided they have been

published and found valid, appropriate, and reliable in care-

are longer than those for the European lowbeam. Further,

the detection distances for the same misaim conditions and

the same reflective material for the American highbeam are

longer than all of the detection distances for the typical Euro-

pean and the American lowbeams. Figure 5 also shows deci-

sion sight distance (DSD), which ranges from 875 to 1,150 ft
for a sélected design speed of 55 mph [interpolated from DSD

values for design speeds of 50 and 60 mph given by McGee

et al. (1)l and stopping sight distance (SSD), which is 412'5

ft for a design speed of 55 mph [interpolated from SSD values

for design tp""ãt of 50 and 60 mph given by AASHTO (1ó)l'

The DSD is defined as the distance required for a driver to
detect ahazard in a cluttered roadway environment, recognize

Misaim

el
Þ'gog
b{

E6
Fe
8$

European Lowbeam
Stralqht. Level Road

H6034 Lowbeam
Straioht. Level Road

H603{ Highbeam
Slraloht. Level Road

D¡iver Side Pasor.Side Ddver SiJe ¡asor. Side Driver S'xJe Pasor. Side

o H.90
v .950 |

)ris. D¡St 32s6(18s) 2ss6(168) 3223(136) 31ss(134) 4090(er) 4089(83)

cp 12417 7912 11905 108f9 36866 36832

Dist, 239811 81 ) 2174(1641 2315(134) 2196(1271 3149(8Í!) 3148(8Í¡l

cp 1 0661 6775 9046 7262 37149 37099

:-^t Dist. 17s2(175) f 679( 1 671 1679(129) 1 660(1 27) 2493(84) 2492(U)

CD a425 61 43 6229 5932 37461 37408

H.9" o
tv -Y5'

rris. Dist 281 6(1 60) 2838(1 61 ) 2324(98) 22s8(971 3887(79) 3871 (79)

cp 6354 6554 2635 2517 2891 5 28379

Dist 21 os(1 59) z',t24(1611 1 71 0(9s) 1 685(98) 29621781 2943(781

cp 5832 6015 229',l 2144 28003 27227

Dist I 606(1 60) f 627(1 63) 1 289(9e) 1 269(97) 2317(781 2255(771

co 5173 5433 1 932 1777 26806 25760

)ris.
Dist 1 451 (82) 1 s44(88) 1 999(84) 1 e68(83) 426s(871 4251 186l

cp 311 405 1 340 1241 45187 44459

D¡st. 1 0s2(83) 1 1 51 (87) 14s2(84) 1435(83) 32s3(86) 3240(S6)

cP 289 380 1121 1 056 43525 42613

ncl.
Dist 84s(84) 881 (88) 11r 1(8s) 1 098(84) 25s4(85) 2s38(8s)

cp 268 354 971 933 42709 40853

I

v 1.25.1
oH.9"

)ris. Dist 1243(71',) 1338(76) 1797(76) 1784(751 3862(79) 3861 (79)

cp 155 210 819 792 28072 28038

Dist, ess(72) s88(7s) 1324(771 1303(76) 2946(78) 294s(781

cp 156 208 732 690 27383 27345

Dist 768(771 771(77\ 1001ø7) 974(75\ 2313ø8) 2312(78\

cp 159 207 630 574 2661 I 26575

I
I v i.2so

H.90 0

rris. Dist 120s(73) 1342(761 1s88(67) 1576(67) 3653(74) 3638(74)

cp 177 214 475 458 21494 21 059

Dist 971 (73) s85(74) I 1 67t68) 1 1 59(67) 2756(73) 2737{.721

cp 171 205 424 411 20f58 19517

Éa¡l Disl 769(771 75e(76) sls(70) 876(67) 2136l.721 2114(71)

Gp 162 193 390 370 1 8543 17729

Two Lamtrs
Nearly Prç.

Aimed

tris. Dist. 17s9 (100%) 2366 100v", 4918 1O0o/c)

Dist. 1323 100%) 1724 noov") 3780 100o/o)

incl. Dist 1001 100o/.) 1304 (1007") 2979 (f 00o/")
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TABLE 3 DETECTION DISTANCES (fÐ, PERCENTAGES, AND BEAM CANDLEPOWER
VALUES FOR OVERHEAD GUIDE SIGN ABOVE A STRAIGHT, LEVEL HIGHWAY, FOR
TWO MATERIALS, THREE BEAM TYPES, AND ONLY ONE WORKING HEADLAMP,
MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED, VERSUS TWO HEADLAMPS, PROPERLY
AIMED

i

I

-'--- i-:

Mlsaim
IEog
9E

88

Ê5

European Lowbeam
Straight, Level Road

H6054 Lowbeam
Straight, Level Road

H 6054 Highbeam
Slraight, Level Road

Driver Side Pasgr.Side Driver Side tasor. Side Driver SkJe rasgr. Side

¡ris. Disl. 4se1 (182) {2s5 (169) 1713 (131) {688 (131) s627 (U) s629 (84)

cp 1 2980 8718 14801 1 4409 37880 37956
D¡st. 3566 (182) 3272 (167) 36s0 (132) s624 (131) 4451 (84) 44s3 (84)

cp 12227 7822 13774 13312 38639 38733

H'9' o
tv.95.

)ris. Dist. 373s (148) 3ss4 (143) 360e (100) 357s (100) 5510 (82) s4es (82)

cp 4444 4654 3740 3555 33902 33571
Dist. 2711 (138) 2825 (144) 2744 (9e) 2711 (e8) 4361 (82) 4350 (82)

cp 2970 3689 31 46 2949 34602 34176

rHP
I

? v.rs"

)ris. Dist. 2128 (8,/.',) 2252 (8s) 3118 (87) 3098 (86) s887 (88) s880 (88)

cp 235 320 1 379 1 684 481 94 47868
D¡st. 16se (8s) 17se (s0) 2400 (87) 2385 (86) 4631 (88) 4624 (æ')
cp 215 296 1 592 1 530 47387 47010

I

v 1.25.1
aH.9'

Pris.
Dist. 1s0s (76) 1s92 (79) 2737 (76) 272s (76) s168 (77) s171 (77',)

cP 129 170 886 866 24110 24203

ncE
Dist. 1sos (77) 1s73 (80) 213s (77) 2124 (77) 4017 (76) 4021 (t6l

cP 123 160 835 811 22675 22802

I

I v 1.2s.
H.9. O

rris. Dist. 1s39 (77) 2052 (81) 2530 (70) 2515 (70) s061 (76) 50s1 (7s)
cP 142 195 587 569 21634 21416

Dist. 1529 (78) f607 (82) 1e73 (71) 1960 (71) 3e42 (74) 3s32 (74)

cp 134 187 555 532 20606 20346

Two Lamps
Nearly Prop.

Aimed

rris. Dist. 2s21 (100%') 35s2 (100%) 6692 (100%)

cp 235 320 1 379 f 684 44194 47868
Dist. 1s62 (100%) 2767 (100"/.1 s292 (1O0%)

cp 215 296 1 592 I 530 47387 47010

-+.
D¡st.

(%')

cp

- Correcl aim of headlamp O - Actual aim of headlamp
' Distance(fl.) from the object to the driver for an illuminance of 60 Mor at driver's eyes.
' Percentage of lhe distance for one headlamp work¡ng only when compared to the distance for

two n6ar! prop€rly airned headlamps.
- Candlepower (Candelas) of the headlamp for given beam angles.

Pris. - Pdsmatic sheeling malerial.

Enca.-Encapsulaled lens sheeting material.

iff.q

fully designed and execured field studies. In Figure 5, only
the minimum or shorter detection distances for the warning
signs on the left and right side of the road using encapsulated
lens and enclosed lens reflective sheeting when seen with the
European lowbeam and the minimum or shorter detection
distances for a warning sign on the left side of the road using
enclosed lens reflective sheeting when seen with the American
lowbeam are below or within the range of the DSD for 55
mph and no detection distances fall below the SSD for 55
mph.

For post delineators on the right side of a straight and lett-
curve highway presented in Table 4, the detection distances
for only one misaimed beam working are always lower than
that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed beams when the Euro-

pean lowbeam and American lowbeam on a straight highway
are 0.15 deg or more below the correctly aimed position. For
only the American passenger side lowbeam working on a left-
curve section, the beam misaim detection distances are always
lower than that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed lowbeams.
The longest detection distances are obtained when the beam
is aimed at 0.9 deg to the left and 0.95 deg above the correct
aim position for all three beam conditions (European low-
beam on straight road and American lowbeam on straight and
left-curved road). The shortest detection distances are obtained
when the beam is aimed 0.9 deg to the right and 1.25 deg
below the correctly aimed position for all three beam con-
ditions. The detection distances for only the driver-side beam
working are always longer than those for only the passenger-
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TABLE 4 DETECTION DISTANCES (ft), PERCENTAGES, AND BEAM CANDLEPOWER
VALUES FOR POST DELINEATORS ON RIGHT SIDE OF STRAIGHT AND CURVED'

LEVEL, TWO-LANE HIGHWAY' FoR Two MATERIALS, Two BEAM TYPES' AND

ONLY ONE WORKING HEADLAMP, MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED'
VERSUS TWO HEADLAMPS, NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED

Misaim

9r
lJ 'Ëo.9
þE

EÜ

E5

European Lowbeam
Straioht. Level Road

H6054 Lowbeam
Straioht. Level Road

H6054 Lot¡ôeam
Lefl Curve, Level Road

Driver Side Passr.Side Driver S'¡Je ¡asor. Side Driver SkJe ¡asor. Side

o H.9'
v.950 |

tris. Dist. 1s88 (1e4) 1s31 (178) 1710 (132) 1697 (131) 7e3 (106) 716 (e6)

cp 15199 12516 21074 20461 984 1 032

Disl. 1181 (163) 11s4 (160) 128s (132) 1277 (1311 646 (109) s41 (91)

cp 1 4663 1 2856 21 460 208'19 I 148 1283

H.9" ¡
tv .950

Pris.
Dist. 1458 (169) 13s6 (1s7) 1359 (1os) 1338 (104) 782 (10s) 702 (s4)

cp 10180 7463 7765 7275 901 943

Dist. 112s (1s6) e92 (137) 1071 (110) 998 (103) 621 (10s) 51s (87)

cp 11121 7283 9739 7724 1027 1124

IHæ
Iv ¡s'

)ris.
hi^r 7q1 ¿çt2ì 679 179ì 1114 (86) 1094 (85) 68e (e2) se4 (80)

cp 705 487 3365 31 28 485 538

Dist. 688 (9s) 560 (77) 840 (86) 7e6 (82) *7 (szl 426 (721

cp 1 065 644 351 1 3287 606 705

I

v 1.25.1
aH.9"

)ris. Dist. 579 (67) 53s (61) 891 (69) 866 (67) s86 (78) 488 (6s)

cp 190 224 1313 1 261 230 318

Dist. 3e8 (s5) 380 (s3) 66s (6s) 607 (62) 481 (81) 366 (62)

cp 199 261 1 349 f 303 367 473

I

I v 1.2s.
H.9O O

P¡is.
Dist. sss (64) 478 (s5) 824 (64) 7S5 (61) s46 (73) 444 (5e)

cp 147 192 937 890 167 242

Dist. 38s (53) 343 (47\ 62s (64) ss6 (57) 458 (77\ 31s (54)

cp 154 184 1 025 954 266 403

Two Lamps
Nearly Prop.

Aimed

rris. Dist. 862 [100%) 1291 oo%l 747 (100/"1

cP 705 487 3365 3128 485 538

Dist. 723 (100%) 972 0o%) s92 (100%)

cp 1 065 644 351 1 3287 606 705

O ãctual aim of headlamP

Dist. - Distance(ft.) from the object to the driver for an illuminance of 60 MOT at ddve/s eyes'

(% ) - Percentage of the distance for one headlamp working only when compared to lhe dislance for

two nearly properly dmed headhmps.

cp - Candlepower (Candelas) of the headlamp for given beam angles'

Pris. -Prismatic sheeting mate¡ial.
Enca.-Encapsufaled lens sheeting malerial.

srde beam working for the three-Deam conditions. The dif-

ferences in the detection distances between only the driver-

side and only the passenger-side headlamp working are small

for the straight section of highway but may be large for the

American lowbeam on the left-curved section of highway'

Either for only the driver-side or only the passenger-side

headlamp working, the detection distances for prismatic

reflective sheeting are longer than those for enclosed lens

reflective sheeting for all beam misaims.

For the license plates on the right and left sides of a two-

lane highway presented in Table 5, the detection distances

for only one working headlamp for the three beam conditions

are usually lower than that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed
beams when the beam misaims are 0.15 deg or more below

the correctly aimed position. For the passenger-side American

lowbeam working only for a left-curve section of road, the

detection distances are always lower than that for a pair of
nearly-properly-aimed beams. The longest detection distances

are obtained when the beam is aimed at 0'9 deg to the left
and 0.95 deg above the correctly aimed position for all three

beam conditions. The shortest detection distances are usually

obtained for 0.9 deg to the right and 1.25 deg below the

correctly aimed position. The detection distances for only the

driver-side beam working are longer'than those for only the

passenger-side beam working for the three beam conditions'

The differences between the detection distances for only the

driver-side and only the passenger-side beam working were

found to be large. For the American lowbeam and highbeam,
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TABLE 5 DETECTION DISTANCES (fÐ, PERCENTAGES, AND BEAM CANDLEPOWER
VALUES FOR LICENSE PLATES ON RIGHT AND LEF'| SIDES OF STRAIGHT AND
CURVED SECTIONS OF LEVEL TWO-LANE HIGHWAY, FOR TWO BEAM TYPES, AND
ONLY ONE WORKING HEADLAMP, MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED,
VERSUS TWO HEADLAMPS, NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED

Misaim

al
t)'Eo.9
þE

8E

ås

European Lowbearn
Straisht,Level Road

H6054 Lowbeam
Straiqhl. Level Boad

H6054 Lorybeem
Left Curve, Lovel Road

Driver Side Pasgr.Side Driver SlJe )asEr. Side Driver Side )asor. Side

o H.g.
v.95" I

-

Loft
Disl. 1031 (207) 893 (r80) 1170 (r37) 1124 (132) s88 (108) 4s6 (e1)
cp 12364 8320 10322 8459 I 09r 1128

D¡st. f0e1 (20e) 9s4 (1e0) sso (143) 868 (131) s60 (r0s) 4s0 (88)

cp 15789 12220 21 384 20057 1321 1 493

H.9" o
tv.95"

Left
Disl. e18 (18s) 874 (176) el6 (108) 8s2 (100) s68 (10s) 47s (871

cP 7652 7567 2651 2230 995 1 029

ì¡gh
Dist. 971 (186) e97 F72') 683 (103) s85 (88) ssl (107) 43s (8s)

cp 8685 8270 821 9 7119 1162 1291

rHfI-
f v.rs.

Left
D'rst. 446 (s0) 370 çt4) 749 (88) 680 (80) s00 (s2) 3e7 (73)

cp 377 475 1291 1103 525 542

ìigh
Disl. 478 (ezl 38s (75) s81 (87) 463 (70) 474 (szl 35s (6s)
cp 473 491 3491 3041 676 754

I

v 1.2s"1
aH.9"

Left
Dist. 378 C/6) 2s0 (s8) ss7 (70) 53s (63) 438 (81) 343 (63)

cp 190 236 799 677 134 139

ìigh
Dist. 370 (71) 297 (s7',) 523 (7e) 375 (56) 368 (72) 243 (47')

cp 180 215 1 360 1322 449 607

I

I v 1.2s.
H.90 0

Lefl
Dist. 378 (76) 277 (s6) sso (6s) 470 (ss) 3e8 (73) 315 (58)

cp 187 't 83 496 425 82 78

rrgr
Dist. 361 (6s) 2s8 (s7) 469 (71) 313 (47) 31s (61) 212 (41)

cp 169 233 935 876 387 468

Two Lamps
Nearly Prop.

Aimed

Left
D¡st. 497 00%) 8s1 (100%) s43 ( 00o/o)

cp 377 475 1291 1103 525 542

ìigh Dist. 522 (11Ùo/"',) 665 ( 00%l s14 (100%)

cp 473 491 3491 3041 676 754

-t-
Disl.

(Y.)

cP

Righl
Left

Conecl aim of headlamp a -Actual aim of headlamp
' Distance(tt.) from lhe objeci to lhe driver for an illuminance of 60 Mor at drive/s eyes.
' Percenlage of the distance for one headlamp working only when compared to lhe distancs for

two nearly properly aimed headlarnps.
- Candlepower (Candelas) of lhe headlamp for given beam angles.
License plate located above right edge line.

'License plato located above left edqe line.

the detection distances for license plates on the left edge line
of the road are longer than those on the right edge line; for
the European lowbeam the opposite is usually true.

For the raised reflective pavement markers on the center-
line of a two-lane highway presented in Table 6, the detection
distances for only one working misaimed beam are always
lower than that for a pair of nearly-properly-aimed beams for
all three beam types (European lowbeam and American low-
beam and highbeam), except the European and American
lowbeams for only the driver-side headlamp working, which
are 0.95 deg above the correctly aimed position. The longest
detection distances are obtained when the beam is aimed at
0.9 deg to the left and 0.95 deg above the correctly aimed
position both for the European lowbeam and the American
lowbeam, and at the nearly-properly-aimed beam position for

the American highbeam. The shortest detection distances for
the European lowbeam are obtained when it is aimed 1.25
deg below the correctly aimed position, and for the American
lowbeam and highbeam when they are 0.9 deg to the right
and 1.25 deg below the correctly aimed position. The detec-
tion distances for only the driver-side beam working are longer
than those for only the passenger-side beam working, and the
difference between the detection distances is large.

Figure 6 shows the maximum, minimum, and nearly-
properly-aimed detection distances for the condition of only
one headlamp working and the detection distances for two
headlamps nearly oroperly aimed that were presented in Tables
4-6. From Figure 6, for the post delineator the prismatic
reflective sheeting produces longer detection distances than
the encapsulated reflective sheeting for all three beam con-



TABLE 6 DETECTION DISTANCES (fÐ, PERCENTAGES' AND BEAM
CANDLEPOWER VALUES FOR RAISED REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT
MARKER ON CENTERLINE OF STRAIGHT, LEVEL' TWO.LANE
HIGHWAY, FOR THREE BEAM TYPES, ONLY ONE WORKING
HEADLAMP, MISAIMED AND NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED' VERSUS

TWO HEADLAMPS, NEARLY PROPERLY AIMED

l/Ísalm
gÆ
EË
fç

Europ€an Lowb€am
Slra¡ght, Level Road

H60g Lowbean
Stralghl, Ler€l Road

H6054 Hlghbeam
Stralghl, Level Road

Driver SkJe Pasgr.Side Driì/er Side Pasgr. Slde D¡iv€¡ Sld€ Pasgr. Side

. H.F
v.950 I

)isl el5 (20s) 401 (92) e46 (160) 576 (94 1 I 14 (79) s87 (70)

cp 1 5440 7972 1 7689 12734 33680 3381 2

H.9 o
tv.950

Dist 784 (179) 36e (84) 685 (116) 204 (3s) 1 071 (76) e07 (M)

cp 8643 7236 51 43 2668 28703 26493

rHf

Ç v .ts"

)ist 4ß(sn 1 e9 (4s) s48 (93) 15s (26) r23o (87) 1093 (77)

cp I 037 3047 2393 1 610 50222 46688

I
v 125"1

oH.9

1e6 (4s) 111 (2s) 443 (7sl 131 (221 1 1 07 (78) 981 (70)

tA9 575 t rôq 87E .32891 331 95

I
I v 1.2s.

H.9'O

)¡st 19e (45) 111 (2s) 376 (64) 123 (21\ 1osz (7s) 883 (63)

cp 259 572 770 733 26892 24678

Two Lamps
Neady Prop.

Aim6d

)ist 438 (100%) 591(100%) 1411(100%)

cp 1 037 3047 2393 1610 50222 46688

-{_-Corr€ctaimofhoadlarnp a -Actuala¡molh€adlamP

D¡st. - Distance(n.) from lhe object to lho ddver for an llluminanco of 30 iroT al dfive¡'ô eyss.

(7.) - P€roontage of tho distanc€ lof one headlajrrp working onv when compal€d lo lh€ d¡slanca for

turo nearly p.ç€ñy e¡rn€d h€adlarnp6.

ç - Candleponor (Candelas) of he Fleadlamp for girren beam angles

,ilil
flÐ+

a

B'uH

H*
g

r¡Joz
Lo

Straight Highway
Driver

1

3
5

4>

-J>
(H60s4)

*or-ltþ
A pairol lampo
nearly propefly
a¡med

i=Atrnï
Driver SirJe Pasgr. Side

1 _-l]ì 
Lowbeam1 --+Jì Lowbeam

,}jtlquropean)
or¡ver Siíe Pàsgr. Side

DSD 55mph

SSD 55mph

Ec
t¡J

at,
L

o-
8pfiù

Warning Sign
on Right Side

cioc
]U

Warning Sign
on Left Side

Over
Head

FIGURE 5 Maximum, minimum, and nearly-properly-aimed beam detection distances for only one headlamp working for the

right and left warning sign and the overhead guiUe sign, threc_ retroreflective sheeting materials (prismatic, encapsulated lens,

añd enclosed and embedãed lens), for the H6014 highbeam, H6054 lowbeam, and the typical European lowbeam, on a straight

section of highwaY.
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Pris.

Post Delineator

ditions. The license plate on the right side of the highway
produces longer detection distances than the license plate on
the left side of the highway for all three beam conditions.
Further, Figure 6 shows that the American lowbeam on a
straight section of road always produces equal or longer detec-
tion distances than the European lowbeam for the post delin-
eator, license plate, and raised pavement marker.

Figure 6 also shows that only the longer detection distances
for post delineators exceed the DSD at 55 mph, and that most
of the misaim condition detection distances for the post delin-
eators, license plates, and pavement markers are between the
DSD and SSD ranges at 55 mph. For most misaim conditions
of the license plate and pavement marker situations as well
as for the detection distances for the American lowbeam on
a left-curve section of highway and the European lowbeam
on a straight section of highway, the minimum detection dis-
tances are below the minimum SSD at 55 mph.

In Tables l.-6, increases in the beam candlepower values
are much more noticeable than increases in detection dis-
tances because detection distance is a function of the log of
the beam candlepower value.

CONCLUSIONS

As reported by Zwahlen et al. (8) for the situation of only
one headlamp working for American lowbeam and highbeam,
there was similar degradation in the detection distances for
the European lowbeam. Although the detection distance for

TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH RECORD 1287

DSD 55 mph

SSD 55 mph

Right Side Lett Side
Pavement

MarkerLicense Plate

only one European lowbeam working (misaimed 0.9 deg left
and 0.95 deg above the correct aim) for a straight section of
the highway was also longer than the distance obtained from
the pair of nearly-properly-aimed lowbeam headlamps, the
detection distances for most of the situations with only one
lowbeam working were shorter than the detection distances
for the two headlamps that are nearly properly aimed, espe-
cially for a left-curve section of the highway, and for the
enclosed or embedded lens sheeting material. The detection
distances for only the driver-side headlamp working versus
only the passenger-side headlamp working do not appear to
be much diffe¡ent for the warning and overhead guide signs
for the American lowbeam and highbeam, but there appear
to be large differences when compared with the European
lowbeams. There are some differences between detection dis-
tances for only the driver-side and only the passenger-side
beam working for the post delineator and license plate (for
straight and curved section of highway) and the raised pave-
ment markers for all three beam types (European lowbeam
and American lowbeam and highbeam). Overall, the Amer-
ican lowbeam produces longer detection distances than does
the European lowbeam. For beam misaims for only the driver-
side or only the passenger-side beam working, for either the
same reflective material or the same side of the road (left or
right), the beam candlepower values are also larger for longer
detection distances. The increases in the detection distances
are not as large as the increases in the beam candlepower
values by far. From the detection distance and DSD point of
view, the situation with only one lowbeam headlamp working
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FIGURE 6 Maximum, minimum,_ and nearly-properly-aimed beam detection distances for only one headlamp working for a post
delineator, license plate, and raised pavement marker (STMSONITE 33), for different retroreflictive materialì (prisma*tic and'
encapsulated lens for post delineator), and three beam types (H6054 highbeam and lowbeam and typical Europeän lowbeam), on
straight and left-curved sections of highwav.
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is not safe enough (under some misaim conditions) for the

warning sign with enclosed lens sheeting material when using

the European and American lowbeam and for the warning

sign with the encapsulated lens sheeting when using the Euro-
pean lowbeam, and the situation with only one lowbeam head-

lamp working appears inadequate from a safety point of view

(DSD and SSD) for the post delineator on the left-curve

section of the highway, for the license plate on either the left
or right side of the road for both the European and American
lowbeam, and for the pavement marker both for the European

and American lowbeam.
From Figures 5 and 6, the prismatic reflective sheeting

material produces longer detection distances than the other
reflective sheeting materials, which suggests that the detri-
mental effect of only one headlamp working (nearly properly
aimed or misaimed) on the detection distance of reflectorized
targets could be almost totally offset by the use of a brighter
reflective material. However, Sivak and Olson (17) have dis-

cussed a number of stuciies that have shown that iegibiiity is
generally an inverted U-shaped function of luminance. Zwah-
len et al. (18), though, have concluded that based on the

averages of the recognition distances for correct responses

and the number of correct and incorrect recognition responses,

the use of highly reflective sheeting materials, such as pris-

matic reflective sheeting material, combined with fairly high

beam illumination conditions have only had a small and prac-

tically negligible effect on shape recognition. Therefore, in

the design of reflective warning signs and devices the use of
brighter reflective sheeting materials (prismatic or encapsu-

lated lens sheeting material) may be justifiable, because their
use will likely offset the detrimental effect of driving with only
one beam working (nearly properly aimed or misaimed) on

the detection distance while causing only a slight and prac-

tically negligible negative effect on recognition distance under

close to maximum beam illumination conditions.
Manufacturers should design and produce headlamp sys-

tems and headlamps with the highest possible reliability and

longest possible headlamp life (subject to economic feasibil-

ity), and a strict law enforcement policy (encouraging imme-

diate headlamp replacement) should be aimed at drivers driv-
ing vehicles at night having only one headlamp working.
Further, the minimum required brightness level of the reflec-

tive materials used for reflectorized warning signs and devices

should be raised.
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